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gabriella’s dad texted her
to call 911 for him

Gabriella’s father is deaf

She didn’t see his texts in time.

He couldn’t contact 911 to get help.

Gabriella Wong started accesSOS to fix this inequity.

Our team has helped with the design of the app.
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can’t receive texts70% of 911 call centers 
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text911.info

http://text911.info
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Survey #1
Goal was to understand 
expectations of reporting 

emergencies

Semi Structured Interviews w/ 
First Responders

Goal was to understand needs of first responders 
in order to appropriately respond to emergencies

911 Calls Data Analysis
Goal was to uncover the most 

common emergency categories 
across the U.S

Card Sort #1
Goal was to understand how 

people categories different 
emergencies

Semi-Structured Interviews w/ CIS
Goal was to understand what information Crisis 
Intervention Specialists need to be most effective

Open & Closed Card 
Sort #2

Goal was to understand how 
people categorize emergencies 

with names and icons

Survey #2
Goal was to understand if people 
accurately understand what each 

icon represents in the absence of text

Usability Testing 
Goal was to understand if the app is 
easily navigable and to understand if 

the icons and text align







only 30 of 17,300 of crisis complaints resulted in arrest
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deaf

hard of hearing

hearing firefighter who uses ASL

I just wanted to tell someone,
‘Hi, I need help.’ 

I didn’t know 
what else to say.

- Gabriella Wong
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“made 
sense to 
me”

“easy to 
use!”

There’s a 
high cognitive load 
to effectively processing 
and routing 
an emergency call.

- Director of a Sexual Violence Prevention Center





Quicker access to emergency help

Provides most relevant information 

Reduces unnecessary police involvement
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